QUALITIES
Must be known for his or her Christian obedience and faith (i.e. Christ-like lifestyle)
Desires a deeper personal relationship with Jesus Christ
Desire for maturity
Self confident
Open minded and can support the vision and direction of camp
Mentoring/Shepherding nature towards other staff and campers
Has a love of camp and people
High energy and outgoing personality
Ability to respect and uphold the rules of camp
Has a team mentality (encouraging towards others)
Desire to add creative flare to their area of responsibility with passion and ownership
Teachable and takes initiative
Cares for self (makes healthy decisions)
Can live in community (respect for others)
Handles conflicts appropriately
Has an inclusive attitude and is a servant leader
Has a flexible nature
Strong work ethic and positive attitude
Able to communicate and teach youth

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Supervise a group of 8-10 campers:
 For the youngest camper weeks this is all day and night (with minimum one hour off)
 For older camper weeks responsibility is split between cabin supervision and program assisting
Create a positive cabin atmosphere
Provide cabin bonding opportunities through games and sharing times
Cultivate spiritual growth within the cabin group through daily prayer, cabin & chapel group discussions and
continual lifestyle example
Have one on one time with each camper (in a public setting)
Lead cabin group through the process of creating and performing a skit in front of the entire camp
Conduct end of week camper evaluations
Assist in camp wide special events and activities
Attend all staff meetings, chapel sessions and firesides
Adhere to camp policies and procedures
Participate in Orientation meetings on Sunday morning to start your week of service
Reports to the Section Heads

QUALIFICATIONS
Minimum age of 18 years and/or 2 years older than campers (preferred age is 19 or older)
Past experience working with and leading kids & youth
Past experience in a camp cabin setting

